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ABSTRACT 

This study models firm’s financing policy and investment level when manager and outside investors has 

disagreement. It shows that the firm is more likely to over invest when the level of disagreement is high, and prefers 

debt financing; while under invests with lower disagreement level and tends to equity financing. Compared with self-

financing, investment at firm level decreases, the over (under) investment level also declines and the threshold of 

disagreement rises when the firm chooses external financing. The numerical simulation also verifies the theoretical 

findings. 
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Contribution/ Originality 

In the circumstances of disagreement between manager and outside investors, the paper theoretically find that 

firm prefers debt financing and more likely to over invest with higher disagreement level. Compared with self-

financing, total investment and over (under) investment level declines, and the threshold of disagreement rises when 

choosing external financing. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Difference in opinion among market participant is one of the natures of financial market. Hong and Stein (2007) 

summarize three mechanisms that form disagreement, i.e. graduation information flow, limited attention and 

heterogeneous priors. Plenty of literatures have proved that heterogeneous beliefs among investors will cause asset 

prices deviating from its fundamental value, managers then take advantage of the situation in the form of market 

timing or catering, hence affect firms’ financial policies. While managers may also be more optimistic of the assets’ 

future payoff, overconfident of their capabilities and prefer empire building to fulfill personal achievement etc., 

together with the existence of information asymmetry, these will definitely cause disagreement with outside investors 

on firms’ market value or future payoff, thus influence firms’ financial policies as well. Related researches are as 

follows.  

In financing area, Baker and Wurgler (2002) empirically find that capital structure is the cumulative outcome of 

past attempts to time the equity market. Bigus (2003) finds that mixed debt-equity financing outperform both pure 
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debt and pure equity if investors have more pessimistic beliefs than entrepreneurs on firm’s future returns.  Fairchild 

(2005) demonstrates that the effect of overconfidence is ambiguous in the moral hazard model as it has a positive 

effect by inducing higher managerial effort but may lead to excessive use of debt. Dittmar and Thakor (2007) predict 

that managers use equity to finance projects when they believe that investors’ views about project payoffs are likely 

to be aligned with theirs, thus maximizing the likelihood of agreement with investors, otherwise they use debt. Lee 

(2009) shows that poor accounting information quality is associated with higher flotation costs in terms of larger 

underwriting fees, larger negative seasoned equity offerings (SEO) announcement effects, and a higher probability of 

SEO withdraws. Yang (2013) builds a dynamic trade-off model of corporate financing with differences in belief 

between manager and outside investors, and finds that the optimal leverage not only depends on differences of 

opinion but also differ significantly from that in standard trade-off models. Wang et al. (2013) analyze the impact of 

heterogeneous beliefs and short sale constraints on security issuance decisions, and find that the increase in 

heterogeneity in investors’ beliefs results in an increased likelihood of equity issuance over debt when public signal is 

favorable. In general, disagreements do have significant influence on firm’s financing choice.  

As for firm’s investment, most literatures build on manager’s irrational bias, overconfidence in particular. Roll 

(1986) is one of the first papers to explicitly introduce overconfidence into a corporate-finance context, and argues 

that managerial “hubris” can explain a particular form of over-investment, namely overpayment by acquiring firms in 

takeovers. Heaton (2002) thinks that managerial over-confidence can lead managers to be less disciplined about 

capital outlays when they perceive they have resources to spare. This is consistent with Myers and Majluf (1984) 

view, i.e. there will be little external equity financing, and investment will increase with internal resources. 

Malmendier and Tate (2005) provide evidence linking corporate investment to overconfidence on the part of CEOs, 

and also find that investment is particularly sensitive to cash flow when resources are relatively constrained. Ben-

David et al. (2007) find that firms with over-confident CFOs tend to adopt lower return investment projects, pay 

dividends less often, and repurchase stock more frequently than do other firms. Shibata and Nishihara (2010) show 

that manager-shareholder conflicts over-investment policy increase not only the investment and default triggers but 

also coupon payments, which lead to a decrease in the equity value; while debt financing increases investment and 

decreases total social welfare; thus, there is a trade-off between the efficiency of investment and total social welfare 

with debt financing. Smith (2014) supports the hypothesis that low disagreement followed by high investment. Baker 

et al. (2016) demonstrate that the impact of investors’ heterogeneous beliefs on aggregate consumptions and 

investment is consistent with business cycle.Some other researches pay attention to firm’s payout policy. For 

instance, Chen and Liu (2007) develop a model regarding an optimal investment-payout policy to maximize a firm’s 

value with divergent types of shareholders, and show that an optimal payout policy does exist under a heterogeneous 

beliefs framework. However, they didn’t take disagreement and firm’s financing into consideration. Thanatawee 

(2011) shows that paying dividends is a dominated strategy for the high-quality firm when there are information 

asymmetry and moral hazard, there exists a separating equilibrium in which the high-quality firm invests in new 

project while the low-quality firm pays dividends in efficient market, and vice versa if investors under react to share 

repurchase announcements. Banerjee et al. (2013) find that overconfident CEOs tend to over-estimate their firm’s 

cash flows and under-estimate the underlying risk, hence their repurchase activities are mainly motivated as a way to 

correct this “perceived” under-valuation of their company’s float, rather than a way to return any excess cash to 

shareholders. This paper will analyze the effect of disagreement between manager and investors on corporate 

financing policy and investment level under the general equilibrium framework. More specifically, the optimal 

investment amount under circumstances of self financing and external financing will be modeled respectively, and 

then discuss disagreement’s impact on firm’s investment level and financing choice.  The rest of the paper proceeds 

as follows. Section 2 describes the basic assumptions. Section 3 analyzes the investment level with self financing. 
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Section 4 discusses firm’s investment amount and financing choice with external financing. Section 5 provides 

numerical simulation to prove the models’ results. Section 6 presents our conclusions. 

 

2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 

The basic assumptions are as follows. 

(1) Consider an economy with discrete time periods, denoted by 0,1t  . There is a single firm in the economy 

that generates stochastic cash flow.  

(2) At the initial date 0, the firm is all equity financed operated by manager and the total value of the firm is 
0V . 

Manager has no moral hazard with shareholding ratio   and outside investors hold proportion of 1  . The firm 

needs total amount   for extension by self financing, or external financing, i.e. SEO or bonds. Securities are issued 

at market price.   has two components, the first is the required investment expenditure to maintain assets in place 

and expected investment expenditure in new positive NPV projects, denoted by I , while the second part measures 

the over-investment or under investment level, denoted by  , i.e. I    . The risk free rate is 0 and there is no 

tax.  

(3) At 0t  , the estimated cash flow of the firm at 1t   is X , and similar with the income and investment 

functions in Miller and Rock (1985) we assume  = +X F  ,  20,N  ,  0 =0F ,  ' 0F   ,  '' 0F   . 

Suppose manager’s estimation is      ln 1MF a d    , while investors estimation is    ln 1NF a   , 

0a  , 0a d  , d  represents the disagreement level.  

The following sections will discuss firm’s optimal investment amount by self financing and external financing 

respectively, and then analyze disagreement’s effect on firm’s financing choice and over (under) investment level. 

 

3. INVESTMENT LEVEL WITH SELF FINANCING 

If the firm has enough cash flow, the investment demand can be self financed. Since manager and outside 

investors are risk sharing and the aim is to maximize firm value, the simple social welfare function is a suitable way 

of portraying the objective, which is to attach weights to the interests of each group proportional to the values of their 

holdings. 

The value of the firm at  estimated by manager and outside investors is  1 0

M MV V F      and 

 1 0

N NV V F     . 

The objective function is  

           1 1 1 0max 1 ln 1M NE V E V E V V a d          

According to the first order condition 
 1

= 1 0
1

E V a d 
 

 
, the total investment amount is *= 1d a   , 

where 1d a   , and then the over (under) investment level is *= 1d a I     . 

Firm’s expected value is 

           1 0 0ln 1 1 lnE V V a d V d a a d a d               

1t 
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It can be seen that, (1) If 1 0d a I     , i.e. 
1 I a

d


 
 , then * 0  , which means that if the disagreement 

between manager and investor exceed some level, the firm will have tendency towards over-investment. While if 

1 0d a I     , i.e. 
1 I a

d


 
 , then * 0  , implies that if the disagreement between manager and investor 

lower than this certain level, the firm will have tendency towards under-investment. Besides, *  has positive relation 

with d , i.e. the more optimistic of manager and the higher dispersion of disagreement, the higher level of over-

investment. 

(2) The effect of disagreement on over (under) investment level is related to  , i.e. the higher proportion of 

manager’s share holding, the higher impact of disagreement. It shows that the firm needs a suitable incentive 

mechanism to insure manager’s decision on behalf of firm’s long run interests and at same time limit the control 

rights in a reasonable scope. 

 

4. SECURITY ISSUANCE AND INVESTMENT LEVEL WITH EXTERNAL FINANCING 

This section will discuss the situation when the firm chooses external debt financing and equity financing 

respectively.  

Suppose the firm’s cash flow is not enough for investment, it needs external financing amount F , in which wF  

by debt financing and  1 w F  by equity financing issued at market price and the new share proportion is n . 

Manager has exhausted wealth and won’t participate in the new issuance. 

The value of the firm at  estimated by manager and outside investors is  1 0

M MV V F F wF       

and  1 0

N NV V F F wF      . 

The objective function is  

         1 1 1 0

1
max 1 ln 1

1 1 1

M Nn d
E V E V E V V w F a

n n n

     
        

   
 

According to the first order condition 
   1 1

= 1 0
1

E V a d n  
 

 
, then the investment amount is described 

as 
* = 1

1

d
a

n


  


, where 1

1

d
a

n


 


, thus 1

1

d
d a a

n


    


. The over (under) investment level is 

* = 1
1

d
a I

n


   


. 

Firm’s expected value is  

       1 0 01 ln 1 1 1 ln
1 1 1 1

d d d d
E V V w F a V w F a a a

n n n n

          
                     

          
 

It can be identified that 

(1) If 1 0
1

d
a I

n


   


, i.e. 

  1 1I a n
d



  
 , then * 0  , which means that if the disagreement between 

manager and investor exceed some level, the firm will have tendency towards over-investment. While if 

1 0
1

d
a I

n


   


, i.e. 

  1 1I a n
d



  
 , then * 0  , implies that if the disagreement between manager and 

investor lower than this level, the firm will have tendency towards under-investment. Furthermore, *  has positive 

1t 
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relation with d , i.e. the more optimistic of manager and the higher dispersion of disagreement, the higher level of 

over-investment.   

(2) The effect of disagreement on over (under) investment level is related to 
1 n




, i.e. the higher proportion of 

manager’s new share holding ratio, the higher impact of disagreement. It also implies the importance of incentive 

mechanism. 

(3) Compare the two financing choice,  

Firstly, if 1w  , i.e. all debt financing, firm’s expected value is 

           1 0 0ln 1 1 lnDE V V a d V d a a d a d               

which is the same with the case of self financing. 

Secondly, if 0w  , i.e. all equity financing, firm’s expected value is 

   1 0 0ln 1 1 ln
1 1 1 1

E d d d d
E V V a V a a a

n n n n

          
                 

          
 

Then the difference between these two expected values is  

   
   

1 1 1

1

ln ln
1

1
1

D E

n

a d a dn
E V E V a d d

d n
da

an
n

 
 


 

 
     

 
         

 

Since 1
1

d
d a a

n


    


, if 

  1 1I a n
d



  
 , then    1 1 0D EE V E V  . In contrast, with a small 

disagreement level,    1 1 0D EE V E V  . This means that when the disagreement between manager and investor 

exceed some level, the firm will have tendency towards debt financing and over-investment, while if the 

disagreement between manager and investor lower than some level, the firm will have tendency towards equity 

financing and under-investment. 

(4) Compared with the results in Section 3, it can be implied that firm’s investment amount and over (under) 

investment level with external financing is lower than that of self financing, while the threshold of disagreement level 

increases to some extent. This means that when there are more outside investors, firm’s investment level tends to be 

reasonable and disagreement’s effects on firm’s financial policies decrease. 

 

5. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

Based on the above models and according to some present statistical and empirical literatures, the parameter 

assignment is chosen for numerical simulation. Assume manager’s shareholding ratio 0.1  , the new share 

issuance proportion n=0.2 , the heterogeneous belief  10,10d   , the coefficient of the investment function 10a  , 

the required investment expenditure 9I  , firm value at initial date 0 60V  . The simulation results (using 

MATLAB) are shown below. 

 

 

Fig-1. Total investment amount with disagreement under self financing 
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Fig-2. Over (under) investment level with disagreement under self financing 

 

 

Fig-3. Firm’s expected value with disagreement under self financing 

 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 show that firm’s total investment amount and expected value increase with the disagreement 

level under self financing. Fig. 2 indicates that if the disagreement between manager and investor exceed some level, 

the firm will have tendency towards over-investment, and vice versa. 

 

 

Fig-4. Total investment amount with disagreement under external financing 
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Fig-5. Over (under) investment level with disagreement under external financing 

 

 

Fig-6. Firm’s expected value with disagreement under external debt financing 

 

 

Fig-7. Firm’s expected value with disagreement under external equity financing 
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Fig-8. Difference between firm’s expected value with disagreement under external financing 

 

Compared with self financing, Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show that firm’s total investment amount and expected 

value increase with the disagreement level under external financing. Fig. 5 also indicates that if the disagreement 

between manager and investor exceed some level, the firm will have tendency towards over-investment, and vice 

versa. According to Fig. 8, if 0d  , i.e. investors are more pessimistic, firm’s expected value under debt financing is 

lower than equity financing, which makes the latter a better option. While if 0d  , i.e. investors are more optimistic, 

manger may prefer debt financing since firm’s expected value under debt financing is higher than equity financing.  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper models disagreement’s effect on firm’s financing choice and investment level. Based on the analysis 

of firm’s optimal investment amount with self financing and external financing respectively, we find that if there is a 

higher the disagreement level, the firm will have a tendency towards over investment. In contrast, with a lower 

disagreement level, the firm may under invest. Besides, the extent of disagreement’s impact is related with manager’s 

shareholding proportion.  

Similar to the current research outputs, when the firm needs external financing, if the disagreement between 

manager and investor exceed some level, the firm will have tendency towards debt financing, otherwise, the firm will 

prefer equity financing.  

Compared with self financing, firm’s investment amount and over (under) investment level with external 

financing is lower, while the threshold of disagreement level increases to some extent. This means that when there are 

more outside investors, firm’s investment level tends to be reasonable and disagreement’s effects on firm’s financial 

policies decrease. The numerical simulation also verifies the model’s theoretical findings. 

Future research can also extend the analysis by discussing firm’s financial policies with bankruptcy and 

financing costs, as well as manager’s moral hazard. 
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